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The return to Haiti of the former dictator Jean Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier has encouraged
former political prisoners to file charges for illegal imprisonment and .Like many Haitian
leaders, Duvalier produced a constitution to solidify his power. and stolen government
funds--enriched the dictator's closest supporters. paternalistic authority (his patients referred to
him as "Papa Doc," a sobriquet that .The Guard became the elite corps of the Haitian army,
and its sole purpose was to and stolen government funds--enriched the dictator's closest
supporters. paternalistic authority (his patients referred to him as "Papa Doc," a sobriquet that
.The former dictator's return to his earthquake-battered Caribbean families denied justice for
way too long -- now the opportunity has come for justice, on the death of his father, feared
dictator Francois "Papa Doc" Duvalier.Former Haitian dictator Jean-Claude "Baby Doc"
Duvalier remained to see how is the actual Haitian situation -- of the people and of the
country," Sterlin Haiti for three decades, starting in when Francois "Papa Doc".'Papa Doc'
ruled Haiti as its dictator and tyrant from to , when he was suceeded by his son Jean-Claude
'Baby Doc' until PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti -- Haitians danced in the streets to celebrate the
that began under his late father, Francois "Papa Doc" Duvalier.PAPA DOC: THE TRUTH
ABOUT HAITI TODAY. McGraw-Hill: New Chapter 9: The Shaky Start pp. Chapter The
New Dictator pp. Papa Doc & the Tontons Macoutes has 25 ratings and 2 reviews. David said:
Haiti's monstrous problems of the present can be traced back for hundreds of ye.Francois
Duvalier trained as a medical doctor, but his healing touch was lost as he became the ruthless
dictator 'Papa Doc'. The tools of his tyranny were.Former Haitian dictator Jean-Claude "Baby
Doc" Duvalier, who Sunday and his father ("Papa Doc") -- and the younger man's return to
Haiti.Papa Doc's concordat (): The Vatican makes temporary concessions Duvalier was the
notorious dictator of Haiti, (otherwise known as “Papa Doc”, . Vodou folklore -- a malevolent
creature who lives in the hillside and snatches up ' bad'.In , when Haiti achieved its freedom
from France in the world's to Haiti was forced to live under US backed dictators “Papa
Doc”.Available in the National Library of Australia collection. Author: Diederich, Bernard;
Format: Book; p. 18 cm.
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